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ABSTRACT
Existing works on Three-dimensional (3D) hardware security fo-
cus on leveraging the unique 3D characteristics to address the sup-
ply chain attacks that exist in 2D design. However, 3D ICs intro-
duce specific and unexplored challenges as well as new opportu-
nities for managing hardware security. In this paper, we analyze
new security threats unique to 3D ICs. The corresponding attack
models are summarized for future research. Furthermore, exist-
ing representative countermeasures, including split manufacturing,
camouflaging, transistor locking, techniques against thermal sig-
nal based side-channel attacks, and network-on-chip based shield-
ing plane (NoCSIP) for different hardware threats are reviewed and
categorized. Moreover, preliminary countermeasures are proposed
to thwart TSV-based hardware Trojan insertion attacks.

1. INTRODUCTION
Three-dimensional (3D) integration is an emerging technology

to ensure the growth in transistor density and performance that
is expected for future integrated circuits (ICs) [1, 2]. It has been
demonstrated that 3D techniques can be leveraged to reduce pack-
age size and power consumption while significantly improving band-
width. However, 3D integration technology is a double-edged sword,
as it introduces unique and unexplored challenges on managing re-
lated security issues.

1.1 History and Benefits of 3D IC
The growth of the semiconductor industry has long relied on the

continual trend of increasing integration. As interconnect and tran-
sistor scaling both decelerate, the industry must look for alternate
growth opportunities. 3D integration and similar forms of die-level
integration provide novel design methodologies to increase transis-
tor density, reduce interconnect distances, and integrate additional
system components. 3D integration covers a range of different
technologies, from interposer-based 2.5D methodology to mono-
lithic sequential integration, but 3D stacked die-level integration,
based on microbumps and Through-Silicon Vias (TSV), is widely
seen as one of the most promising technologies for meeting future
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Figure 1: 3D packaging technology is expected to transition from
current wire bond SiP to high-bandwidth TSV-based die stacking,
and eventually to full monolithic integration.

needs [3]. In this methodology, separate dies are fabricated using
standard lithography, TSVs are added (during or after lithography),
individual dies or wafers are thinned, and 3D stacks are formed
through alignment and bonding. Over the last two decades, many
improvements have been made in the process technology, design
automation, and system architecture for these 3D circuits [4, 5].
Die-die interconnects with pitches from 1-40 µm [6, 7] provide
high-bandwidth, minimal latency connections and can reduce total
wirelength. With assembly yields consistently demonstrated to be
>99% [8], partitioning of large designs into multiple small dies will
improve yield, and employment of Known Good Die (KGD) testing
before bonding can reduce the total manufacturing cost [9]. Fur-
ther, heterogeneous process technologies, like DRAM or emerging
Non-Volatile Memories, can be tightly integrated with the CMOS
logic to greatly improve system performance and efficiency. 3D
ICs have come to market over the last several years in a number
of products, including CMOS image sensors, stacked High Band-
width Memory for GPUs, and multi-die high-capacity FPGAs. Al-
though most CMOS logic is still 2D, foundries anticipate that main-
stream systems will begin employing 3D integration within the next
several years due to demand for footprint, capacity, and efficiency
improvement [10]. Further down the road, monolithic 3D integra-
tion may provide even higher integration between layers to further
improve efficiency and performance [11]. The trend in 3D packag-
ing technologies is shown in Fig. 1.

1.2 General Challenges in 3D IC Design, Fab-
rication, and Deployment

Although 3D integration offers a range of promising benefits,
like all new technologies, it also brings new challenges. Since 3D
integration increases the number of transistors per area, it leads to
an increase in power density that translates to more difficult ther-
mal management and power delivery. High-performance systems
may not be cost-effective in 3D when extra thermal management is
considered [12]. However, design automation methods have been
developed for thermal-aware 3D floorplanning and 3D power de-
livery to mitigate these problems [13]. From a process perspec-
tive, extra fabrication steps are needed to add TSVs and to perform
thinning and bonding, thus incurring additional cost and complex-
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ity. If cost-efficient scaling is desired, these overheads must be less
than any yield improvements from fabricating smaller dies. Adding
TSVs and multiple layers also requires adjustments to placement
and routing tools, and partitioning across dies complicates testing
methodology [14]. Finally, the extra complexity of multiple dies
and new process steps have so far resulted in a lack of standardiza-
tion and more complicated supply chains. However, the benefits of
3D integration have attracted significant industry demand and de-
velopment, and most of these challenges will be resolved as tools
and processes mature.

1.3 Contribution of this Work
Previous surveys on utilizing 3D integration for security pur-

poses have addressed the advantages of die-stacking structures in
secure split manufacturing [15], enhancing the protection against
reverse-engineering [16], and side-channel attacks [17]. However,
a majority of the existing work has focused on circuit and archi-
tecture level opportunities enabled by 3D IC but has not fully con-
sidered the potential security vulnerabilities and technology chal-
lenges in secure 3D IC designs.

In this paper, we first summarize the novel opportunities offered
by 3D integration for security mechanism in Section 2. Then we list
potential security vulnerabilities in 3D ICs in Section 3. To further
analyze these security challenges, we formulate new attack models
based on our observations in Section 4. We envision that TSVs
introduce the vulnerabilities that can be utilized by adversaries to
insert hardware Trojans. We also analyze a manufacturing scenario
neglected by previous works, in which the full design details of
the 3D chip are exposed to the untrusted foundries. Since limited
3D testing techniques are available to detect malicious circuits, we
predict that a new form of threat, cross-tier hardware Trojans, is
likely to occur. In Section 5, we summarize the state-of-the-art
countermeasures against existing security threats in 3D designs and
further propose new countermeasures. This work is concluded in
Section 6.

2. UNIQUE OPPORTUNITIES THAT 3D
STRUCTURE OFFERS FOR SECURITY
MECHANISMS

Several existing works have comprehensive summaries on the
advantages of 3D IC for security enhancement [15–17]. We clas-
sify these unique opportunities according to their applications in
different stages of the semiconductor supply chain [18].

2.1 Synthesis and Verification Stage
In this stage, designers can utilize the unique die-stacking ar-

chitecture of 3D ICs to implement new security features, enhance
existing security metrics, or reduce the overhead of security appli-
cations.

• In order to incorporate new security features, designers are
provided with a wide spectrum of CMOS and non-CMOS
technologies thanks to the heterogeneous integration capa-
bilities enabled by die-stacking architecture. For example,
CMOS technologies in different process nodes can be in-
tegrated, and Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) imple-
mented with non-CMOS technologies can be integrated with
CMOS processors.

• To enhance existing security metrics, designers could option-
ally add a trusted control plane on top of the untrusted com-
pute plane to monitor its behaviors. Since the die-stacking
structure allows high-bandwidth communications between
these planes, trusted computation can be guaranteed with
negligible overhead.

• To reduce the overhead of security applications, die-
stacking structures could enable high performance Process-
In-Memory encryption to reduce the memory security over-
head.

2.2 Fabrication Stage
In this stage, designers can employ the modularity features of

the 3D IC for split manufacturing. Split manufacturing is proposed
to hinder malicious foundry’s efforts to overbuild the IC or insert
hardware Trojans. In order to take advantage of the advanced man-
ufacturing capability of the untrusted foundries, the original de-
sign is split, and performance-critical parts are fabricated by un-
trusted foundries and security-critical parts are fabricated by trusted
foundries. 3D IC split manufacturing is more suitable compared
with conventional 2D Back-End-of-Line (BEOL) and Front-End-
of-Line (FEOL) based split manufacturing [19], since 2D design
imposes stricter fabrication compatibility among foundries and pro-
vides limited design flexibilities. Designers can also utilize Intel-
lectual property (IP)-reuse strategies for cost reduction during split
manufacturing, since the secure die containing active components
provided by trusted foundries could be reused across a wide range
of designs.

2.3 Production Stage
After product shipping, designers can use the 3D IC stack-

ing structures to protect against side-channel leakage and reverse-
engineering attacks.

• To defend against side-channel attacks, novel components
could be designed to reduce side channel leakage vulnera-
bilities [17]. For example, the cache could be designed to
reduce timing side channel risks and noise generators could
be added to reduce thermal side channel leakage.

• To protect against reverse engineering, circuit obfuscation
techniques could be utilized to implement 3D IC [16]. For
example, a Network-on-Chip (NoC) based shielding plane
can be inserted between two commercial dies to thwart re-
verse engineering attacks on the vertical dimension. Also,
Monolithic three-dimensional (M3D) integration can ensure
that the layouts of different logic gates show indistinguish-
able patterns inside a standard cell [17].

3. UNIQUE SECURITY CHALLENGES IN
3D ICS

Although vertical integration brings new opportunities for de-
fenders to address some of the security issues in 2D ICs, it also
leaves more space for attackers to compromise 3D chips from var-
ious stages in the 3D IC supply chain. A previous work [16]
summarizes the hardware security threats in 3D integrated circuits:
(1) vertical communication trustworthiness, (2) hardware Trojan
mechanisms, and (3) emerging side channel attacks as new secu-
rity threats with immediate impact in 3D ICs.

Furthermore, existing testing techniques for 3D ICs have own
limitations on malicious circuit detection such as: (1) the probe
size and the probe pitch distance for mid-bond testing are not small
enough for advanced 3D dies [20], (2) test probes may damage the
TSVs after testing, causing reliability degradation, and (3) individ-
ual die performance and the integrity of vertical interconnects may
reduce after final bonding. Due to these testing challenges, ma-
licious components detection through 3D functional testing is not
optimistic [15]. Moreover, large process, voltage, and temperature
variations within 3D ICs may lead to a high false positive rate for
traditional methods that rely on side-channel analysis based hard-
ware Trojan detection.
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Figure 2: Signal-TSV based parametric hardware Trojan (a) simu-
lation setup, (b) impact of Trojan on peak power, and (c) impact of
Trojan on gate delay. Experiments conducted here are based on a
45nm NCSU FreePDK.

3D integration provides significant advantages in split manufac-
turing compared with 2D design in terms of fabrication compat-
ibility and flexibility as discussed in Section 2. However, pre-
vious research mainly explored how to utilize 3D passive inter-
posers [21] to hide wires and 2.5D passive interposers to hide con-
nection cuts [22]. The circuit is split into trusted tiers which con-
tain lifted metal wires [21] or connections between two outsourced
dies [22], and untrusted tiers which contain transistors and the rest
of the metal connections. Since only metal wires or connection
cuts can be hidden in the passive interposer, to achieve certain de-
gree of security enhancement, considerable amount of metal wires
are needed to route through trusted tiers, creating large cut size
(thus large micro-bump area). The security of the passive inter-
poser is a serious concern, since reverse engineering can easily re-
veal the connections of the wires (these wires manufactured by less
advanced foundries could easily be figured out). Even worse, the
passive interposer can only be fitted to one design, making the cost
of the passive interposer expensive and split manufacturing process
hard.

4. ATTACK MODELS FOR 3D ICS
In this section, we analyze the security vulnerabilities of 3D ICs

induced by the untrusted foundries. We specially target the hard-
ware Trojan insertions scenarios which are unique to 3D chips.

4.1 Attacks from Untrusted Vertical Inter-
connect Foundry

A stacked 3D IC integrates all the dies with vertical intercon-
nects (e.g. TSVs). In 3D SoCs with diverse dies, each die can be
designed and fabricated by trusted vendors. A 3D foundry with
TSV manufacturing capability processes and bonds these dies us-
ing TSVs. The untrusted manufacturer for vertical interconnect
fabrication could introduce hardware Trojans to the TSVs, thus
sabotaging the integrity and reliability of the 3D ICs. Due to lim-
ited testing coverage achieved by the post-bond testing in 3D ICs,
TSV-based Trojans may not be detected during the functional ver-
ification. We conducted the basic experiment on signal TSVs and
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Figure 3: Power-TSV based parametric hardware Trojan (a) simu-
lation setup, (b) impact of Trojan on peak power, and (c) impact on
gate delay. Note, Rtsv1 and Rtsv2 are the equivalent resistance in the
TSV model.

power TSVs to demonstrate the consequence of hardware tamper-
ing attacks. We envision that TSVs might be exploited as a para-
metric hardware Trojan. This means, the untrusted foundry can
modify the fabrication process parameters for the TSV fabrication
to change the TSV height and dielectric thickness. To model a
TSV-based Trojan, we adopt the TSV model as in [23], in which a
TSV is equivalent to a RLC network as shown in Fig. 2(a).
Signal-TSV based Hardware Trojan

In TSV-based 3D integration, via-last TSVs are fabricated after
the Back-End-of-Line (BEOL). This type of TSV passes through
the silicon substrate and the metalization layers, leaving a large ex-
ploitation space for hardware Trojan insertion. The triggered Tro-
jan can alter the signal that the Trojan is targeted at. The impact
of a Trojan inserted in a signal TSV on the peak power and gate
delay is noticeable and varies with the Trojan location, as shown
in Fig. 2(b). We swept Ctsv and measured the peak power of In-
verter 1 and Inverter 2. If the malicious TSV is inserted before the
input node of the target (Inverter 2), the peak power of Inverter 2
can increase by more than two orders of magnitudes with the in-
crease of Ctsv. However, if the malicious signal TSV is considered
as a load for the target (Inverter 1), the peak power of Inverter 1
slightly changes during the course of sweeping Ctsv.Therefore, a
signal-TSV based Trojan has more impact as a driver circuit than
as a load circuit. The impact of malicious signal TSVs on the de-
lay of the targeted gate has a similar trend with the peak power, as
shown in Fig. 2(c).
Power-TSV based Hardware Trojan

Via-first TSVs are fabricated during the Front-End-of-Line
(FEOL). This type of TSV connects the bottom metal layer of the
top tier, taking Fig. 3(a) as an example, with the top metal layer of
the bottom tier. Via-first TSV is useful for power grid connection.
If a power TSV is compromised by a hardware Trojan, the equiva-
lent resistance of the TSV plays a significant role on the peak power
and gate delay of the targeted logic gate. We assume that a mali-
cious power TSV provides a Vdd for the inverter in the bottom tier
as shown in Fig. 3(a). As we sweep the equivalent resistance of the
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TSV, the inverter peak power is reduced by 15% and inverter delay
is increased by 11%, as shown in Figs. 3(b) and (c). The changes on
power are not negligible for those who take power measurements
as side-channel signals.

4.2 Attacks from Untrusted Split Manufac-
turing Foundry

The split manufacturing foundry fabricates only untrusted tiers.
The trusted tiers and the final assembly is carried out in the trusted
foundries. Two different assumptions about the adversaries have
been proposed by previous work [21, 22]. The first work [21] as-
sumes that a malicious observer exists in the design stage to provide
information to a malicious attacker in the foundry. The malicious
observer has full knowledge of the circuit but cannot effect any
changes. The malicious attacker in the foundry can modify the cir-
cuit layout before the chip is fabricated. The second work [22] as-
sumes a weaker attacker who only knows the partial design layout
and knows nothing about the complete design. The goal of the at-
tacker is to acquire the whole design to overbuild ICs for profits or
insert hardware Trojans to compromise the security of the system at
certain time. If only wires are hidden from the untrusted foundries,
as assumed by 2D BEOL/FEOL designs and 3D passive interposer-
based designs, the attackers can utilize some placement and rout-
ing heuristics to guess the hidden connections, such as proximity
attacks [22]. If the attacker can acquire the product after shipping,
the passive interposer containing only metal wires are vulnerable to
physical reverse engineering as well as logic profiling attack since
only wires can be hidden.

4.3 Attacks from Untrusted Unified Foundry
The unified foundry fabricates both dies for multiple tiers and

the vertical interconnect between tiers. Since the untrusted unified
foundry has the full design details of the 3D chip, security benefits
from split manufacturing are not achievable in this scenario neither.
Reverse engineering, hardware IP piracy, and hardware tampering
attacks will be more prevalent in this case. For TSV-based 3D ICs,
the die and interconnect manufacturing steps are executed consec-
utively in the same foundry. To bypass the pre-bond, mid-bond,
and post-bond testing, the untrusted unified foundry can collabo-
ratively tamper the existing die design and TSVs in a way that the
malicious component will not be active either in the die testing or
TSV testing. Due to the limitation of 3D testing techniques, it will
be more difficult to detect the untrusted unified foundry’s malicious
circuit in a 3D IC than in a 2D IC. We predict a new kind of hard-
ware Trojan in this scenario: the cross-tier hardware Trojan, which
is a more general Trojan in 3D ICs than the TSV-based hardware
Trojan.

In the proposed cross-tier Trojan: (1) Trojan trigger and payload
circuits are not in the same tier. The cross-tier hardware Trojan #1
in Fig. 4 depicts the conceptual idea. If the trigger circuit is lo-
cated in another tier, side-channel analysis based Trojan detection
methods cannot detect the presence of hardware Trojan during the
pre-bond testing on each single die. As a 3D chip integrates a much
larger number of transistors, the overhead induced by the Trojan
circuit is relatively smaller in 3D ICs than that in 2D ICs. Thus,
the separated Trojan trigger and payload circuits will increase the
difficulty of Trojan detection. (2) The Trojan is triggered by mul-
tiple trigger circuits, which are distributed in multiple tiers. As
shown in the cross-tier hardware Trojan #2 in Fig. 4, the signals
from the top tier, bottom tier, and the vertical interconnect between
the top and middle tiers collaboratively drive the trigger circuit for
the hardware Trojan in the middle tier. Compared to hardware Tro-

Top	tier

Bottom	tier

Middle	tier

Trojan	trigger	circuit Trojan	payload	circuit

Top	tier

Bottom	tier

Middle	tier

Cross-tier	Hardware	Trojan	#1 Cross-tier	Hardware	Trojan	#2

Passive	circuit Vertical	interconnect

Figure 4: Examples of cross-tier hardware Trojans in TSV-based
3D ICs.

jans in 2D ICs, this type of cross-tier hardware Trojan may have
significantly lower Trojan triggering probability.

5. STATE-OF-THE-ART METHOD RE-
VIEW

In this section, we review the existing countermeasures against
the different threats in 3D integration. Further, we propose possible
hardware Trojan detection and mitigation methods.

5.1 Split Manufacturing
The threats considered in this countermeasure are Reverse Engi-

neering at untrusted foundry. As indicated by leading 3D manufac-
turing foundries [24], 3D ICs facilitate split manufacturing where
the entire IC is distributed throughout multiple dies/planes. Due to
the incompleteness of each layer, it is difficult for the attackers to
reverse engineer the entire design from one die.

Existing 3D split manufacturing approaches fall into two primary
categories. In the first category, as investigated in [25–27], the en-
tire design is separated into two tiers: one plane is dedicated as
the primary computation plane whereas the second plane is an op-
tional control plane that should be provided by a trusted foundry.
This control plane is used to monitor possible malicious behavior
within the computation plane and overwrites the malicious signals,
if necessary.

The second category, as studied by Imeson et al. [21], relies
on interconnects of a trusted tier to obfuscate the entire 3D cir-
cuit. Thus, the circuit within the untrusted tier cannot be reverse
engineered since interconnectivity is unknown. Similar studies
have been performed that investigate methods to further enhance
the obfuscation level achieved by split manufacturing [22, 28–30].
Some examples include layout-level techniques [28], heuristic at-
tack [29], cell placement [30], circuit size cut algorithm and secure
interposer layout [22]. These existing works prevent reverse engi-
neering from retrieving the original circuit.

5.2 Camouflaging in Monolithic 3D ICs
The security threats target in this countermeasures are IP piracy

and reverse engineering. The concept of camouflaging gates in
monolithic three-dimensional (M3D) is presented in [17]. The
main goal of this approach is to make M3D IC secure with smaller
overhead. The camouflage IC can be classified into two cate-
gories. The first category addresses intra-standard cell camouflage
where standard cells are redesigned to look identical by inserting
dummy vias. The identical gates provide different functionalities.
The other category addresses inter-standard cell camouflage where
dummy circuits are filled in the empty spaces among standard cells
[10, 12] such that the attackers cannot figure out standard cell parts.
Authors suggested improvements in M3D IC context to minimize
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the overhead. The overhead of intra-camouflaged standard cells, is
mainly due to extra wiring inside of the standard cell. This draw-
back could be alleviated using fine-grained inter-layer vias. For
inter-standard cell camouflage, the authors proposed four different
partition options for filling up the dummy cells to escalate the re-
verse engineering efforts of attackers.

5.3 Transistor Locking in Monolithic 3D ICs
Alternatively, IP piracy and reverse engineering attacks can be

addressed by logic locking techniques. The work in [31] investi-
gates a novel transistor-level logic locking method to address the
security challenges in monolithic three-dimensional (M3D) ICs.
This method locks logic gates by independently inserting paral-
lel or serial locking transistors and camouflaged contacts in mul-
tiple tiers. The locking keys are only available to authorized users.
The application of a wrong key to the locked functional block ei-
ther leads to a logic malfunctions by opening or shorting pull-up
or pull-down network or it significantly changes the power pro-
file. Furthermore, the contact camouflaging is exploited to thwart
image-analysis based reverse engineering attacks.

5.4 Techniques against Thermal Signal based
Side-Channel Attacks

Thermal Side-channel (TSC) attacks [17] have been shown to
disclose the activities of key functional blocks and even encryption
keys by built-in thermal sensors, external attached thermal sensors,
or high resolution thermal imaging. A previous work [32] proposes
to protect ICs from thermal side-channel attacks by utilizing in-
trinsic characteristics of 3D chip integration, as well as proactively
using dynamic shielding patterns to conceal critical activities on
chip. The design includes a micro-controller unit that dynamically
generates complementary activity patterns to prevent side-channel
data leakage. Thermal patterns are generated in a randomized, non-
repeating manner such that side-channel attackers cannot extract
meaningful information by observing any pattern sequence. The
proposed architecture covers all thermal sensor placement options
such that noise injected by security layers will decrement the side-
channel leakage of any critical areas.

5.5 Network-on-Chip based Shielding Plane
(NoCSIP)

A novel network-on-chip based 3D obfuscation method is pro-
posed in [16] to thwart reverse engineering attacks in TSV-based
3D ICs. The authors proposed to use a Network-on-Chip based
shielding plane (NoCSIP) for cross-plane communication (i.e. ver-
tical communication channel). The essence of NoCSIP is to pro-
vide an obfuscated communication channel between two planes
that host commercial dies and block the direct communication be-
tween two commercial dies in a 3D structure. This NocSIP method
makes it significantly more challenging to reverse engineer the 3D
system. If the proposed shielding layer is sufficiently strong, the 3D
system has more flexibility to use low end dies without sacrificing
the overall system’s security assurance.

5.6 Possible 3D Trojan Detection and Mitiga-
tion Methods

One low-cost countermeasure against the potential hardware
Trojans inserted by the untrusted vertical interconnect foundry dis-
cussed in 4.1 is shown in Fig. 5(a). Each single die needs extra work
to swap connections between the top metal layer and the TSVs.
For instance, the single die is fabricated in trusted foundry and the
3D integration foundry intends to implement a parametric hardware
Trojan for instance, on a clock TSV. A clock-TSV is the inter-die
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Figure 5: Possible countermeasures for 3D hardware Trojans. (a)
TSV swapping, and (b) DCVSL-based abnormal power and ground
grid detection.

connection between the clock networks on vertically adjacent tiers.
By swapping the metal-to-TSV connection, the designed paramet-
ric Trojan could be placed to a signal TSV instead. Thanks to logic
masking and inherent noise filtering of digital circuits, that para-
metric Trojan is very likely to be muted. The parametric hardware
Trojans on the TSV will not cause a catastrophic effect on the clock
network.

Differential Cascade Voltage Switch Logic (DCVSL) gates takes
complementary inputs and generate complementary outputs. We
can exploit the complementary characteristic to detect the abnormal
power and ground voltages induced by malicious power and ground
TSVs, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Once the multiple power/ground lines
do not reach to the standard voltage, the outputs of the DCVSL
gate are not complementary and thus the warning signal goes to
high. This warning signal can be further used to alert the 3D chip
user.

If 3D NoC is adopted in the 3D chip, we can also exploit ob-
fuscated routing algorithms for the 3D switches to eliminate the
explicit vertical communication between tiers.

6. CONCLUSION
Due to limited testing techniques, 3D ICs are expected to have

new security threats than those existed in 2D ICs. Previous studies
on 3D IC security mainly focus on the methods that leverage 3D
structures to address the security concerns on 2D ICs, rather than
understanding the security vulnerabilities inherently existed in 3D
ICs. In this work, we first summarized the novel opportunities of-
fered by 3D integration for security mechanism and then enlist the
potential security vulnerabilities in 3D ICs. TSV-based 3D hard-
ware Trojans and cross-tier hardware Trojans , which are unique
to 3D chips, are discussed. Further, we reviewed several counter-
measures against existing security threats and propose potential 3D
Trojan detection and mitigation methods.

The countermeasures for new security threats on 3D ICs should
be investigated by hardware security community. In future work,
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we will implement the possible countermeasures and assess the
countermeasure’s resistance against hardware Trojan and reverse
engineering attacks from untrusted foundries.
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